Existing approach to model sensor movement data as pairwise connections in networks implicitly assumes the Markov property and loses higher-order movement pa erns. While the higher-order network (HON) captures higher-order movement pa erns, there
INTRODUCTION
In the era of Internet of ings, sensors are generating massive amount of data at an unprecedented speed. For example, in the global ocean shipping network, more than 100,000 ships are now equipped with radio-or satellite-based automatic identi cation Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. systems [1] , yielding 3-4 millions of movement records per year, according to Lloyd's List Intelligence. However, such big data collected from sensors will only be valuable until properly stored, analyzed, visualized, and interpreted. Recently, networks (or graphs) that are composed of nodes and edges have emerged as a powerful tool in reducing the complexity of the raw data while capturing the main pa erns. For example, it is common to represent the global shipping data as a network, with nodes representing ports and edges representing the number of ships sailing between ports [2, 5] . However, the current approach to model sensor movement data as pairwise connections in networks is limited. For example, in the conventional network in Figure 1 (a) , it appears that a ship's next movement from Miami does not depend on where the ship came to Miami, implicitly making the Markov assumption to the raw sensor movements data. In reality, a ship is more likely to continue onto Houston if the ship came from NYC to Miami, and more likely to go to Nassau if the ship came from Tampa to Miami. Such higher-order dependencies are lost if the raw sensor data are represented, visualized and interpreted using the conventional rstorder network. e higher-order network (HON) [4] as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) o ers a exible and powerful representation of the raw sensor data, by breaking down the node Miami into higherorder nodes Miami |NYC and Miami |T ampa.
Despite the importance of HON on sensor network analysis, there has not yet been a visualization tool that is capable of handling the richness of the HON representation. When using the sensor data for decision making, crucial questions such as "where do ports exhibiting higher-order dependencies locate on a map", "how do the connections look like at the country level", and "how do higherorder dependencies in uence di usion dynamics such as invasive species carried through global shipping" cannot be answered with existing tools.
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2017 IEEE/ACM Second International Conference on Internet-of-Things Design and Implementation Based on our prior work [3] , in this demo we present HoNVis, a comprehensive visualization and interactive exploration framework for HON. It features ve coordinated views that enables exploration of HON at di erent levels of details, and provides a solution to the key challenge of visualizing variable orders of dependencies in networks. e visualization of the global shipping sensor data is used for case study throughout this demo as an important application for devising e ective species control strategies. We invited two domain experts from the elds of network science and marine ecology to use HoNVis to explore the shipping sensor data, who performed a case study di erent from that in [3] , and reported critical insights that are only available through HoNVis. Meanwhile, we note that HoNVis is generalizable for other types of sensor data such as taxi trajectories collected by GPS, human movements and interactions collected by cell phones, and so on, facilitating the visualization and interpretation of the increasingly complex IoT data.
DESIGN
e design of HoNVis focuses on the unique structural features of HON, i.e., the formation and impact of higher-order nodes, including why a higher-order node exists in a HON, where do they locate, and how do they in uence network dynamics? Speci c to the shipping network case study, we aim to answer these questions through a three-step exploration process: 1) global identi cation of ports of interest, 2) detailed observation of the connections of an individual port, and 3) tracing the propagation of invasive species from port to port through shipping.
e input trajectories data collected from sensors are converted directly to the conventional rst-order network (FON); meanwhile, higher-order dependencies are extracted to construct the HON using the algorithm in [4] . By aligning these two network representations, and mapping them geographically, users can quickly identify structures of interest.
As shown in Figure 2 , the visualization includes ve coordinated views: map view and table view show information related to a single node; dependency view, subgraph view, and aggregation view show connections among multiple nodes. Together these ve views enables the exploration of higher-order nodes and their dependencies at di erent levels of detail.
DOMAIN EXPERT'S WORKFLOW Data import.
e domain expert rst imports diverse types of sensor data for this case study. e global ship movement data are collected by Lloyd's List Intelligence using sensors of the automatic identi cation system, which contain 3,415,577 individual ship voyages corresponding to 65,591 ships that move among 4,108 ports globally between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. e expert also imports metadata of ships, such as ship type, voyage start and end time, ship size, as well as metadata of ports such as coordinates, country, environmental conditions (temperature and salinity), and eco-region information.
Identifying ports with higher-order dependencies. e expert wanted to investigate species invasion from Florida to Mexico. On the map view, the expert chose to highlight ports that demonstrate higher-order dependencies, and quickly identi ed the port Key West. Upon clicking, shipping routes associated with Key West are highlighted in the map view, including the route to Cozumel in Mexico.
Exploring higher-order dependencies. e expert was then intrigued by what higher-order dependencies are associated with Key West. In the dependency view, every curve indicates a shipping route, with the nodes on the le indicating ports prior to the arrival at Key West, and the rightmost column of nodes showing the potential destinations. With the edge darkness indicating the transition probabilities, the expert noticed that ships are equally likely to go to Cozumel in Mexico and other ports such as Miami in the U.S. if we do not know where the ships came to Key West. However, as indicated by the blue arrow, the path N assau → Miami → Ke W est will lead to Cozumel with high certainty. e expert commented that instead of the ambiguous information like "Key West might bring invasive species to Cozumel, Miami, Freeport and Nassau" made available by conventional network models, information such as "ships from Miami to Key West will only bring invasive species to Cozumel" made available by HON are crucial when devising species control strategies that target on speci c routes.
Exploring the in uence of higher-order dependencies on di usion.
e expert further wanted to explore how the higherorder shipping route to Key West will in uence the propagation of invasive species. e expert selected the path N assau → Miami → Ke W est in the dependency view, and the corresponding higherorder node is highlighted on the network view, indicating that the node has been "infected". e expert then clicked "trace" multiple times to observe how the invasive species will propagate given this pathway. It is observed that the Port Everglades and Miami are central to the propagation of invasive species.
rough the aggregation view, the expert further understands the connections between ports at a higher level. erefore, the expert has gained the knowledge to devise port-targeted control policies.
